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Chapter One – Introduction 
Picture this: you’re walking into a grain farmer’s office for a meeting to discuss their 
grain sales for this crop year, as well as for future years. When asking the farmer about the 
sales they already have on the books, they start to search frantically under mountains of 
paperwork, hats, tools, and other random items they have in their office to find the notebook 
or the single piece of paper they have everything written down on; also known as the holy grail 
of their grain marketing plan. After a few choice words and rearranging the “organized” piles of 
paperwork and miscellaneous items, this farmer finds what they’re looking for. Except, when 
going over these sales and asking questions for more details on them, the farmer can’t 
remember the specifics or how these products they’re signed up for work. As a grain buyer for 
Cargill, this is a common scenario to walk into. What can be done to help farmers stay 
organized, know their contracts, and also find important market information all in one place?   
In 2018, the typical grain farmer in Nebraska farmed 980 acres (State Agriculture 
Overview—Nebraska, 2018). In a crop rotation of 2/3 corn and 1/3 soybeans, this means a 
farmer could have around 130,000 bushels of corn and 20,000 bushels of soybeans to market 
for this one growing season alone, not to mention the bushels they still have in their bin from 
last year as well as thinking about production for the next crop year, also. This is a large number 
of bushels to be juggling each day. In fact, in this scenario, a ten-cent swing in the price of corn 
alone amounts to $13,000 for only this year’s production. If these bushels aren’t protected, 
sold, or have any sort of plan in place, that could be a $13,000 loss that might not be recovered. 
This is a lot of money for any farmer regardless of size, age, or experience.  
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Today’s grain marketing is not the same as it was a generation ago, where many farmers 
would haul to the local elevator at harvest and let the bushels sit for the entire year or until 
they wanted to sell. After the bushels were sold, they would then have large storage fees 
deducted from their final settlements on those bushels. If grain marketing is financially risky 
and is vastly different, even compared to recent years, why are farmers still going about it the 
same old way and not protecting their bushels and their bottom line?  
If farmers are being honest with their grain buyers, they will admit they should have 
sold more grain back on “X” day, or they wish they wouldn’t have pulled their $4.50 cash offers 
this past summer. Farmers know their pain points, yet it seems like each year they come around 
and do the same thing when the bulls come out to play. The biggest grain marketing challenges 
farmers face include pulling the trigger, both as the market is increasing and decreasing, letting 
emotions guide pricing decisions, having complexities in contracting options, and lack of 
discipline causing them to stray away from their marketing plans (Alexander, Patrick, & Reimer, 
2007). Farmers recognize these problem areas yet continue to perpetuate these habits. What 
can be done to help farmers feel more confident in pulling the trigger and execute on a plan in 
any marketing situation?  
In order to help combat these issues of grain sales organization, knowledge about 
marketing products, and grain marketing education, this Grain Marketing 101 Binder has been 
created.  
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The objectives of this Grain Marketing 101 Binder include:  
1. To determine what farmers, landlords, and farm managers need to feel confident in 
understanding the basics of grain marketing, along with the information that 
dictates daily market movement.  
2. To provide sell sheets of marketing tools and products designed and/or sold by 
Cargill that can be utilized by farmers, landlords, and farm managers so these 
individuals can best understand how the contracts work, long after they sign bushels 
up in these specific products.   
3. To provide easy-to-use record keeping documents for all commodities they sell, and 
for the three years they can be selling those bushels.  
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Chapter Two – Literature Review  
 Thomas Jefferson once said, “… agriculture is our wisest pursuit because it will in the 
end contribute most to real wealth, good morals, and happiness”. From a financial standpoint 
in 2017, agriculture, food, and related industries contributed over one trillion dollars to the 
United States gross domestic product (GDP), as well as supporting over 21 million jobs (United 
States Department of Agriculture—Economic Research Service, 2019). The specific category of 
farming contributed one percent of the total GDP that same year and approximately 2.6 million 
jobs (United States Department of Agriculture—Economic Research Service, 2019). Nearly all 
United States farms are family owned, coming in at a strong 98 percent. According to the 
United States Department of Agriculture, the breakdown for these family farms is as follows: 
retirement farms (10.7 percent), off-farm occupation farms (40.8 percent), and farming-
occupation farms, which is divided into low sales, less than $150,000 gross cash farm income 
(31.7 percent) and moderate sales, $150,000 to $349,000 (5.7 percent). Of these four types of 
farms, between 53 and 78 percent had a “red zone” financial performance in 2017. This means, 
they had an operating profit margin of less than 10 percent, which does not allow room for 
error within their operations, as many only broke even for 2017 (United States Department of 
Agriculture Bulletin, 2018).  
The United States Department of Agriculture’s Chief Economist, Robert Johansson, said 
it is the general expectation that agricultural commodity prices will continue to decline over the 
next 10 years. This decline is due to “continued production growth, which continues to outpace 
demand” (Johansson, 2019). In the same address, it was mentioned since 1960, “corn 
production has grown by more than 400 percent and prices have fallen by nearly 60 percent” 
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(Johansson, 2019). In the past 18 months, a large focus for the United States agricultural 
industry is the trade war with China. Prior to the trade war, China was the number one 
importer of United States agricultural goods. Since then, China has fallen to number five 
(Johansson, 2019). This shift has displaced many international commodity markets and created 
an overall sense of havoc in the marketplace for agricultural commodities, traditional 
commodities, and the United States dollar, as one can see each day with the markets. 
While prices for the agricultural industry look to remain bleak, there is hope on the 
horizon for those individuals who are looking for a career in the agricultural field. The Bureau of 
Labor Statistics forecasted “a 10.8 percent increase in the United States labor force between 
2012 to 2022 due to job growth and openings from retirement and other replacements” 
(Goecker, Smith, Fernandez, Ali, Goetz-Theller, 2015). These positions are looking for bachelor’s 
degrees or higher in food, agriculture, renewable natural resources, and environmental 
occupations, and are scheduled to grow by more than five percent during 2015 through 2020. 
This equates to 57,900 annual openings in these occupational fields, while only 35,400 of these 
jobs will be filled by graduates that earn their degree in these areas (Goecker et al., 2015).  
Less than 15 percent of the United States Department of Agriculture’s budget is used for 
farm commodity, foreign agricultural services programs, and crop insurance (United States 
Department of Agriculture—Economic Research Service, 2019). This could include financial 
management, economic and policy analysis, and conservation programs. More detailed 
programs include transition planning, crop nutrient management, and livestock education. 
These are put on by extension offices across the country and vary from year to year and 
location. While there are some meetings hosted about grain marketing, they are not as popular 
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or plentiful as other agricultural meetings such as those focused on growing the crop. Which 
leads to the question, what resources are out there for grain marketing?  
From an education standpoint on grain marketing, there is not a lot available. There are 
a couple of grain merchandising books available such as The Art of Grain Merchandising (1997) 
that focuses on buying and selling grain from an elevator standpoint. Some of the larger grain 
companies across the country have product informational sell sheets on their websites and 
ways their customers can look up their grain sales online. Farmers that haul to some of the 
smaller elevators in the corn belt rely heavily on the elevators to keep track of their information 
and must request it via phone or email.  
As the world becomes more technology-reliant, farmers are looking for new ways to 
learn. For instance, many listen to podcasts while in the tractor or working around the farm. 
Podcasts cover a variety of topics, with few focusing on grain marketing. There seems to be a 
common theme when researching what is out there for farmers to use as resources; there are 
only a few places here and there to help farmers understand the markets, how to sell their 
grain across crop years, and ways to help them keep track of their sales. This is why the Grain 
Marketing 101 Binder has been created: to encompass all three areas in one, easy-to-access 
place that is designed to be straightforward for the farmer, landlord, and banker to use and 
understand.  
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Chapter 3 – Methods and Procedures 
Grain marketing and farming are going to be different each year. This makes it difficult 
to evaluate how a farmer did pricing his or her grain during any particular year versus their cost 
of production and market opportunity. In addition, another challenge is the ability to forward 
market bushels up to two years before the crop is in the ground, and for as many years 
afterwards as the farmer wants (and can) hold onto the grain.  
In 2007, new generation grain contracts were identified as automated pricing contracts, 
managed hedging contracts, and combination contracts (Alexander, et al., 2007). The biggest 
concern when it comes to using these contracts is that they may be too complex for farmers to 
understand. Cargill’s thoughts to this are parallel, which is why they have their grain buying 
team out in the field with farmers, working to develop their written plan and continually 
educating on the markets and strategies available to farmers. This Grain Marketing 101 Binder 
is another step in that direction to help bring education and marketing ideas together and 
continue to serve the farmer and their business partners: spouse, banker, landlord, crop 
insurance agent. The need for this all-inclusive binder is evident when walking into offices and 
having conversations with these farmers. The last intention is to insult their intelligence; 
however, they need to be constantly educated on new programs that are available to them.  
Each winter, the Cargill-Carleton elevator hosts a workshop focusing on grain marketing. 
These workshops tend to be two to three hours in length so a morning and afternoon session 
can be conducted in the same day. Each year, the main topic depends on what is happening in 
the market, what is happening from a Cargill standpoint, or a topic the grain buying team hears 
is needed from farmers. Last year, farmers were concerned with markets and what the outlook 
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looked like. The grain buying team had a Cargill merchant present, who answered questions 
regarding trends in the market. In addition, a new Cargill product was introduced, making it the 
most diverse marketing tool available to farmers. For next year, a topic that has already been 
thrown around is an options trading workshop. Many times, when farmers hear the word 
“options”, they tend to get scared and become disengaged from the conversation, which makes 
having a workshop focused on the general strategies with options a necessity from an 
education perspective. This workshop would only last a few hours and be more of an 
introductory session as opposed to an in-depth analysis of how options work because most 
farmers don’t see themselves needing that level of knowledge on this topic.  
After each of these workshops there is a paper survey conducted. This survey uses a 
five-point Likert-scale for many questions, with the rating of one being very disinterested or 
very poor, depending on the question, and then five being extremely interested or excellent. In 
addition, there are also short answer questions for the farmer to answer. Of the 44 farmers 
that attended the 2019 Winter Wonderland Workshop and completed the survey, the mean 
score of the question “I have a marketing plan lined out and written down for the upcoming 
crop year” was 2.3, with one being not at all and five being most definitely. The same ranking 
scale was used for the question “I need help putting together said marketing plan” and came 
out with a 3.9 average. There is a need for education in grain marketing and putting together 
plans for upcoming years, and with that will come more educational needs in risk management 
products and overall grain markets.   
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Chapter 4 – Product 
In order to properly prepare farmers, landlords, and bankers with the understanding of 
futures and basis, market movement, available strategies, as well as material to assist in 
keeping them organized, the Grain Marketing 101 Binder has been developed. This is divided 
into three parts: curriculum and literature development, instructional materials for Cargill-
based products, and three-year marketing plans. It includes visuals for corn, soybeans, and 
wheat. Each of the key objectives for each of these divisions will be outlined in the following 
sections.  
Section 1, Curriculum and Literature Development:  
Simon Sinek once said, “you don’t know what you don’t know”. This phrase applies to all 
areas of life, including grain marketing. There is an exponential number of strategies out there 
for grain marketing and the information is ever-changing. This makes it extremely challenging 
to be an expert, or even have a good understanding, in a field that doesn’t follow a normal set 
of parameters and truly has a mind of its own. In order to adequately prepare, and stay up to 
date, the Grain Marketing 101 Binder’s first section is Curriculum and Literature Development. 
This area shares what affects futures and basis levels, explains how to calculate cash prices, and 
how futures boards work with delivery timeframes. By taking grain marketing back to an 
introductory level, it allows for further explanation into topics that others skip over but need to 
be covered in order to advance to future steps of making sales. In addition, since the markets 
are continuously changing, this section will be updated frequently. By sharing updates to add to 
the binder, it helps add another layer to the grain marketing foundation. One of these updates 
will include the Market Monthly, which is a one-page document written by the grain buying 
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team in Carleton that focuses on what is applicable to farmers monthly. For example, this quick 
read could contain information regarding marketing alternatives for overrun bushels during 
harvest, how to sign up for direct deposit, and recent report information. While the information 
regarding futures and basis may change, the method to calculate cash prices and delivery 
timeframes will not; therefore, not to seem overwhelming for those just starting to learn, the 
entire section will not need to be updated every quarter. The goal of this section is to educate, 
as all grain marketers have something to learn in these changing markets. The next few pages 
include examples of the education that this binder is providing, including a Market Monthly and 
Quarterly Update.  
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CASH GRAIN OVERVIEW 
 
All grain sold will be a cash contract at some point. It might not start that way, but in the 
end, that is how the farmer/landlord is paid for their grain.  
 
How to calculate the cash price:  
 
Futures + basis* = cash 
 
*Basis can be a negative or a positive number, be sure to add the negative correctly for 
accurate cash prices.  
 
Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT): how futures are traded 
 
Bullish: believing the futures market is going to increase 
Bearish: believe the futures market is going to decrease 
 
What affects futures movement?  
Almost everything. To name a few, world economics, weather (both in North America 
and other places that grow grain), growing conditions, harvest conditions, political 
conditions, trade wars/negotiations, United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
reports, the stock market, and oil prices.  
There are pricing contracts that have the opportunity to enhance the price but there are 
risks to all programs, including cash sales. For further information, talk to a grain buyer 
in your area.  
 
What is basis?  
The difference between cash price for local grain sold and the Chicago Board of Trade 
future’s level. Basis is the local supply and demand for that elevator, cooperative, 
ethanol plant, or feed mill.  
 
Wider basis: worse basis (further away from 0, i.e. -14 to -20; -20 is a wider basis than 
-14) 
Narrow basis: better basis (closer to a positive number or a higher positive number; i.e. 
-5 to +5 or +10 to +15; +5 and +15 are both examples of when basis narrowed)  
Even basis or option basis: where the basis is 0 
 
What affects basis movement? 
1. Cost of transporting the grain to the end-user, i.e. barge, rail, truck.  
2. Cost of storage with the size of the crop: more bushels makes for a wider basis 
because elevators can only handle so many bushels each day, and they have to 
be able to get them in/out in a timely manner.  
3. The amount of grain being sold/moving. If the market is up (during a rally), then 
more bushels are being sold in the market. Then, elevators need to make sure 
they have storage for those new sales or have a way to get those bushels out 
(transportation), thus causing the basis to change.  
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Time of shipment (TOS): when bushels will be delivered to the elevator 
 
Time of shipment windows coordinate with the futures board. For example, if you wish 
to deliver in April, then you would use the May futures board. If you want to deliver in 
November, you would use the November board for soybeans and the December board 
for corn. There are always exceptions to the rule, but those scenarios do not occur 
often.  
Futures, basis, and freight all are traded off these boards to stay aligned from company 
to company, which is why it’s important to know when the bushels are going to be 
delivered to the elevator/cooperative/ethanol plant/feed mill.  
 
Futures 
Board TOS Abbreviation What commodity? Example 
January December, January F Soybeans 
SF0 (Soybeans January 
2020) 
March 
January, 
February, 
March 
H Corn, soybeans, and wheat 
CH1 (Corn March 2021) 
May April, May K Corn, soybeans, and wheat 
CK2 (Corn May 2022) 
July 
June, July 
N Corn, soybeans, and wheat 
KEN3 (Kansas City Hard 
Red Winter Wheat July 
2023) 
August August Q Soybeans SQ4 (Soybeans August 2024) 
September August, September U 
Corn, soybeans, 
and wheat 
CU5 (Corn September 
2025) 
November October, November X Soybeans 
SX6 (Soybeans November 
2026) 
December 
October, 
November, 
December 
Z Corn, soybeans, and wheat 
WZ7 (Chicago Soft Red 
Winter Wheat December 
2027) 
 
Carry: the price difference between the nearby futures board to more distant futures 
board where the more distant futures board is higher than the nearby 
 i.e. December 2019 is $3.98, July 2020 is $4.19, the carry is 21 cents 
Inverse: the price difference between the nearby futures board to more distant futures 
board where the more distant futures board is lower than the nearby 
 i.e. November 2019 is $9.52, July 2020 is $9.01, the inverse is 51 cents  
 
Hedge to Arrive (HTA), No basis established (NBE), Futures Only: contracts where 
there is only a futures position established, basis will be set on this contract at a later 
time or at the point of delivery 
 
Basis only contract: where only the basis is set on this contract, futures will need to be 
set at a later date and more specifically, before the futures board for that window 
expires
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What’s going on during this time of the year? 
 
Month USDA Report(s) North America South America 
January 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month), Annual Grain 
Report and Quarterly 
Stocks (mid-month) 
Winter Early-planted soybeans are able to 
harvest 
February 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month)  
Field work (if able) Corn and soybean harvest, 
Safrinha (second corn crop) is 
planted 
March 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month), Quarterly 
Stocks Report and 
Planting Intentions (end 
of month) 
Field work, fertilizer 
application, spring 
wheat planting 
Majority of soybeans are 
harvested, corn harvest continues, 
wheat planting 
April 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month), crop planting 
progress (weekly) 
Planting for corn and 
soybeans 
Pollination for Safrinha corn crop, 
wheat planting 
May 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month), crop planting 
progress (weekly) 
Planting for corn and 
soybeans 
Pollination for later-planted 
Safrinha crop 
June 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month), crop progress 
(weekly), Quarterly 
Stocks and Acreage 
Report (end of month) 
Wheat harvest, critical 
time for corn 
(pollination) 
Safrinha crop is harvested, dry 
season beings 
July 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month), crop progress 
(weekly) 
Wheat harvest, 
continued critical time 
for corn pollination, 
soybean double crop 
planting 
Wheat is in pollination stage, dry 
season continues 
August 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month), crop progress 
(weekly) 
Critical time for 
soybeans (setting 
pods) 
Dry season continues 
September 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month), Crop 
progress/harvest 
progress (weekly), 
Quarterly Stocks (end of 
month) 
Harvest for corn and 
soybeans 
Corn planting begins, some 
soybeans planted 
October 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month), crop harvest 
(weekly) 
Harvest for corn and 
soybeans, winter 
wheat planting 
Wheat harvest, corn and soybean 
planting 
November 
Supply & Demand (mid-
month), crop progress 
(weekly)  
Harvest for corn, 
winter wheat planting 
Majority of soybean planting, corn 
pollination 
December Supply & Demand (mid-month) 
Fieldwork for next year 
(if able) 
Finish soybean planting, corn 
pollination 
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Direct	Deposit	and	CargillAg	Do	you	want	to	view	your	contracts	and	scale	tickets,	and	even	sign	you	documents	online?	Let	us	know	and	we	can	get	you	signed	up	for	CargillAg	so	you	aren’t	missing	a	thing!		Want	your	money	sooner?	We	can	sign	you	up	for	Direct	Deposit,	so	you	don’t	have	to	wait	for	the	mail	or	stop	in	the	office	to	get	a	check.		For	both	of	these,	it’s	a	simple	form	with	a	few	signatures	to	get	you	enrolled!				
Lindsey	Escritt,	lindsey_escritt@cargill.com,	402.469.7460	Lane	Scheitel:	lane_scheitel@cargill.com,	402.801.0455	Logan	Worden:	logan_worden@cargill.com,	319.238.2026		
  	 	 	 	 	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 				
  
Recent	Report	Information—Quarterly	Stocks	&	Planting	Intentions	from	Friday,	March	29th		
Corn	 	 Beans		92.8	million	 Acres	(2019)	 84.6	million	8.605	billion	 World	Ending	Stocks	 2.683	billion	9.7	million	 Nebraska	Acres	(2019)	 5.4	million	Up	1%	(100,000)	 Change	from	2018	 Down	5.3%	(300,000)	
*Next	Report	–	Supply	and	Demand	on	Tuesday,	April	9th	at	11	AM*	
YC	 Current	Cash	Prices	 YSB	3.35	 April	2019	 7.96	3.40	 June	2019	 7.99	3.42	 October	2019	 8.34	3.54	 January	2019	 8.43	
THANK	YOU!		Thank	you	so	much	for	the	donations	to	assist	with	flood	recovery	in	the	Wood	River/Gibbon/	Shelton	area!	The	donations	were	much	appreciated	by	those	affected	as	clean-up	is	still	going	strong!	Here	is	a	picture	from	the	first	load	we	took	over	that	direction!				
MARKET	MONTHLY	April	2019	--	www.cargillag.com	--	855-796-6926	
Unsigned	Documents		If	you	have	any	documents	to	sign,	either	hard	copy	or	online,	please	sign	them	in	the	next	10	days	before	you	head	to	the	field!	We	know	you	won’t	have	time	to	sign	them	during	planting	so	help	us	clean	them	up	now!			
Spring	Fieldwork	&	Planting	We	have	finally	felt	spring	for	a	few	days—not	nearly	enough	but	we	are	getting	there!	With	fields	and	roads	continuing	to	dry	out,	equipment	is	getting	ready	in	shops	and	is	closer	to	being	ready	to	roll	in	the	fields.	This	spring	is	going	to	be	crazy	busy!	Please	take	your	time	when	moving	fields	and	take	breaks	when	needed!	Here	are	a	few	tips	to	share	with	family	and	friends	from	the	Pennsylvania	Farm	Bureau	about	drivers	sharing	the	road	with	equipment:		1. Don’t	rush	2. Pass	with	care	3. Be	patient	4. Slow	moving	vehicle	emblem	=	break	immediately	5. Remain	visible	6. Yield	to	wide	vehicles	
 
May	2019	Expirations	-Focal	Points	for	this	month	need	to	be	priced	by	4/29	(Monday)	at	noon	-Futures	contracts	and	Basis	contracts	off	May	need	to	be	cleaned	up	by	4/30	(Tuesday)	at	noon					
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2019, 3rd Quarterly Update 
July 1 – September 30 
 
Late planted corn and soybeans were the big subject line the majority of this quarter. Crop 
progress as of July 8th, had 98% corn emergence, granted there were a lot of acres that did not 
get planted. The prevent plant acres were a large mystery to all those in the farming community. 
Re-surveyed states for the June acreage report came out with the USDA’s Supply & Demand 
Report in August; this report was not friendly.  
Total prevent plant was said to be 19 million acres, however, 2019 acres maintained last year’s 
numbers overall due to additional soybeans or cover crops being planted later in the season.  
 
Market Facilitation Program (MFP): will provide assistance to farmers and ranchers that are 
directly impacted by tariffs, resulting in loss of export markets. These will be per acre payments 
based on county and acreage for 2019; total plantings cannot exceed 2018 plantings. They will 
be divided into 3 payments; the 1st will be released in August, the 2nd in November, and the 3rd 
in January. The 2nd and 3rd payments are subject to trade negotiations.  
 
Local county rates: 
Jefferson County: $61/acre 
Nuckolls County: $59/acre 
Thayer County: $64/acre 
 
The Farm Journal did their Annual Crop Tour in mid-August. In Nebraska, corn yield was 
averaged at 172.5 bushels per acre, down almost 7 bushels per acre from last year. Soybean 
pod counts were also down, 1210 to 1299 from 2018. National numbers were put at 163.3 
bushels per acre for corn and 46.1 bushels per acre on soybeans, both down slightly but not too 
far off from the USDA’s August numbers.  
 
As September continued to progress, harvest in some areas did get started specifically in 
Nebraska. Those states north and east of Nebraska were not able to be in the field because the 
crop wasn’t mature and then areas continued to get rain every few days. As of September 30, 
soybeans are 15 million acres behind with dropping leaves and almost 23 million acres behind 
the 5-year average on corn maturity.  
 
Early frost is a continued threat for a majority of the Midwest. With planting being so late, many 
corn and soybeans cannot afford a freeze before the normal time of mid-to-late October. This 
was watched very closely, and no freeze occurred in September. There are chances of storms, 
both rain and snow, across the corn belt that could keep farmers out of the fields for a majority 
of the month of October.   
 
Things to watch: weather, harvest progress, trade negotiations. Can soybeans continue their 
upward trend as harvest moves forward? 
 7/1/19 9/30/19 
December 19 Corn $4.225 $3.88 
July 20 Corn $4.40 $4.085 
November 19 Soybeans $9.085 $9.06 
July 20 Soybeans $9.445 $9.47 
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Section 2, Instructional Materials for Cargill-based Products: 
Cargill has unique sales tools that help manage risk and promote diversity within grain 
marketing. When farmers sell bushels into different categories of marketing tools, their risk is 
spread out. To put it simply, they shouldn’t have all their “eggs in one basket”, and using 
different tools allows them to diversify their marketing portfolio and manage risk. Since it is 
never known which contract is going to be the best at the beginning of the crop year, it is wise 
to have some cash sales on the books, mechanically traded bushels marketed, and 
professionally traded bushels signed up. Having this variety in grain marketing programs can 
help capture different movements in the market at various times. Some of these products are 
more complicated than others, but nonetheless, it is important that all farmers have a detailed 
understanding of how the products they utilize work. Farmers tend to be visual learners. Once a 
product is explained to a customer, they are asked if they would like a visual to help them 
remember what the conversation entailed, and the answer is always, “yes”. There are sell 
sheets for these products, but some of them are either overwhelming with too much 
information, or out-of-date with the numbers that are shown (i.e. $5.50 cash in a $3.80 
market). By having updated sell sheets for all products, this allows for more in-depth 
conversations to be had over the phone and for farmers to feel more confident in making sales 
since they will always have a reference after making the decision to enroll bushels in a certain 
product. Sell sheets for all Cargill products are included in the Grain Marketing Binder. The next 
few pages include examples of these sell sheets for Focal Point, Daily Floor Plus, and Pacer.
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Overview:  
 
-For bushels to deliver in the next 60 days 
-More time in the market 
-Basis is set and taken care of 
-Only focus on the futures and its movement 
-Penny for penny movement on your choice of future’s boards  
-Can take a 70% advance at any time 
-Price out at any time 
-Can put offer levels in for your desired price 
-Cost is the same for both corn and soybeans 
 
How it works:  
 
Take bushels and price them out at today’s level:    $3.75 cash 
Focal Point Fee:         -$0.03 
New adjusted cash price:        $3.72 
 
Now, you can choose what future’s board you would like to go off of. Many guys are 
using July 2020, September 2020, or December 2020. For any board, the cost is still 3 
cents per bushel.  
 
Example: Buy in to July 2020 at $4.15 futures. This gives you until June 29th to price.  
 
Scenario 1: get out of July 2020 futures on 4/10 at $4.42.  
$4.42 - $4.15 = +$0.27 (you made 27 cents on this contract) 
Add .27 to your adjusted cash price of $3.72 to get a final price of $3.99 cash. 
 
Scenario 2: get out of July 2020 futures on 4/10 at $3.97. 
$3.97 - $4.15 = -$0.18 (you lost 18 cents on this contract) 
Add -.18 to your adjusted cash price of $3.72 to get a final price of $3.54 cash.  
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Overview:  
 
-Prices bushels each day at enhanced level 
-Establishes a floor close to today’s market 
-Has a trigger level if the market goes down 
-Comes with a firm offer for like amount of bushels 
-Customizable for dates and levels 
-Cost is dependent on market 
 
Today, the December 2020 board is $4.08 futures. For a 1 penny credit, you write a 
Daily Floor Plus contract with 11/18/20 expiration with the following parameters:  
 
$3.70 trigger $4.05 floor  $4.30 plus  $4.40 offer 
 
This contract is broken into two parts:  
 
1a. You sell the same number of bushels each day as long as the market stays above 
$3.70 futures. For every day, between now and expiration, that the market stays above 
$3.70 futures, you get the plus price of $4.30 futures. This is currently a 22-cent 
incentive to today’s price.  
 
1b. If the December 2020 board were ever to touch $3.70, then the remaining bushels 
would be priced out at $4.05 futures, which is very close to today’s price—meaning that 
you locked in your floor at today’s level with the opportunity to get a premium in the 
market.  
 
This contract does come with an offer for the same number of bushels as part 1.  
 
2a. If on 11/18/20, the market closes at $4.40 or higher on that specific day, then the 
same number of bushels will be locked in at $4.40 futures. They can be delivered during 
harvest, December, or rolled for 2021 delivery.  
 
2b. If on 11/18/20, the market closes below $4.40, then the offer goes away and no 
additional bushels are owed for this contract.  
 
2c. If the trigger ($3.70 futures) is ever touched, the offer is removed; regardless of 
when this trigger is touched, no additional bushels will ever be owed for this contract.  
(visual on next page) 
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Overview: 
 
-You choose the future’s board that aligns best with when you need to deliver 
-Price the same number bushels each day during the time frame of your choice  
-Automatic execution; no emotion 
-Can price out at anytime  
-Basis is open 
-Cost is 3 cents for corn and 5 cents for soybeans 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example: Using March 2020 futures, you look at this historical chart and choose the 
dates you wish to go off of.  
 
Scenario 1: price bushels each day 4/1/19 through 7/10/19 
Decided to not price out of this contract so ends with $4.17 futures - $.03 = $4.14 
futures contract for January delivery; basis will need to be set at some point. 
 
Scenario 2: price bushels each day 4/1/19 through 7/10/19 
Decided to price out of this contract on May 17 for one penny. Price from 4/1 to 5/17 is 
$4.12 futures. The remaining bushels are priced at May 17’s level, $4.26. Weighted 
average between these prices is $4.19 futures. $4.19 - $.03 - $0.01 = $4.15 futures 
contract for January delivery; basis will need to be set at some point.  
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Section 3, Three Year Plans for Each Commodity: 
Not many farmers have only one commodity to focus on, but even if they do, they are 
still able to market three different crop years at the same time. Having this opportunity can be 
hectic at times, which is why having plans available in this binder, along with visual aids of those 
sales, is critical. These sheets have details about their acres and estimated bushels per acre for 
total production numbers. They also include any sales that the farmer has made, whether that 
is with Cargill or an outside party, and how the sale was made (i.e. cash, futures only, Daily 
Floor Plus, etc.) Having everything in one place allows for better organization and helps to make 
quick, educated decisions when the market is moving. After each customer meeting, a follow 
up sheet will be sent that includes any additional sales that were made, as well as updating a 
pie chart for the farmer. This pie chart is color-coordinated with the types of sales the farmer 
has made, i.e. ProPricing, Pacer, Daily Floor Plus, cash, etc. This way, they are able to quickly 
identify the percentage of bushels they have enrolled in each program, as well as what bushels 
are left to market. When using the pie charts, it is always amazing to farmers how 20,000 
bushels sounds like a lot of a total production number but for some guys that sale only moves 
the chart 10 percent. By adding this visual when making sales calls, it provides an immediate 
display of where farmers are at in their marketing plan, and where they could be with that 
potential additional sale. This area of the binder will always be changing as sales are added and 
years pass, but for farmers, it is also the most important piece to their bottom line. The next 
three pages highlight examples of these plans.   
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2019 Corn
PPx 2 yr
PPx 1 yr
P.B. 1 yr
Pacer
DFP
Cash
Unsold
2019 Soybeans
PPx 2 yr
PPx 1 yr
P.B. 1 yr
Pacer
DFP
Min/Max
Cash
Unsold
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Corn Soybeans 
Acres 670 310 
Yield (APH) 200 62 
Production 134,000 19,220 
Storage 90,000 0 
Crop Insurance  70%, 93,800 70%, 13,454 
Corn 
Month Bu Price/Type % 
Oct 10,000 PPx 2 yr 7.5% 
Oct 10,000 PPx 1 yr 7.5% 
Oct 10,000 P.B. 1 yr 7.5% 
Oct 10,000 Pacer 7.5% 
Oct 10,000 DFP 7.5% 
Dec 10,000 $4.10 cash 7.5% 
Jan 10,000 $4.30 cash 7.5% 
Jan 10,000 $4.45 cash 7.5% 
Feb 10,000 $4.75 cash 7.5% 
    
    
    
    
Unsold 44,000  32.8% 
Soybeans 
Month Bu Price/Type % 
Oct 1,500 PPx 2 yr 7.8% 
Oct 1,500 PPx 1 yr 7.8% 
Oct 1,500 P.B. 1 yr 7.8% 
Oct 1,500 Pacer 7.8% 
Oct 1,500 DFP 7.8% 
Oct 1,500 Min/Max 7.8% 
Oct 1,500 $8.50 cash 7.8% 
Oct 1,500 $8.75 cash 7.8% 
    
    
    
    
    
Unsold 7,220  37.6% 
2019 CROP YEAR  
Grain Marketing Plan Summary for Onword Farms LLC 
Hebron, Nebraska 
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2020 Corn
PPx 2 yr
PPx 1 yr
P.B. 2 yr
P.B. 2 yr
Pacer
DFP
Unsold
2020 Soybeans
PPx 2 yr
PPx 1 yr
P.B. 2 yr
P.B. 1 yr
Pacer
Unsold
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Corn Soybeans 
Acres 700 280 
Yield (APH) 200 62 
Production 140,000 17,360 
Storage 90,000 0 
Crop Insurance  70%, 98,000 70%, 12,152 
Corn 
Month Bu Price/Type % 
Oct 10,000 PPx 2 yr 7.1% 
Oct 10,000 PPx 1 yr 7.1% 
Oct 10,000 P.B. 2 yr 7.1% 
Oct 10,000 P.B. 1 yr 7.1% 
Oct 10,000 Pacer 7.1% 
Oct 10,000 DFP 7.1% 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Unsold 80,000  57.1% 
Soybeans 
Month Bu Price/Type % 
Oct 1,500 PPx 2 yr 8.6% 
Oct 1,500 PPx 1 yr 8.6% 
Oct 1,500 P.B. 2 yr 8.6% 
Oct 1,500 P.B. 1 yr 8.6% 
Oct 1,500 Pacer 8.6% 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Unsold 9,860  56.8% 
2020 CROP YEAR  
Grain Marketing Plan Summary for Onword Farms LLC 
Hebron, Nebraska 
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2021 Corn
PPx 2 yr
P.B. 2 yr
Unsold
2021 Soybeans
PPx 2 yr
P.B. 2 yr
Unsold
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Corn Soybeans 
Acres 620 360 
Yield (APH) 200 62 
Production 124,000 22,320 
Storage 90,000 0 
Crop Insurance  70%, 86,800 70%, 15,624 
Corn 
Month Bu Price/Type % 
Oct 10,000 PPx 2 yr 8% 
Oct 10,000 P.B. 2 yr 8% 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Unsold 104,000  84% 
Soybeans 
Month Bu Price/Type % 
Oct 1,500 PPx 2 yr 6.7% 
Oct 1,500 P.B. 2 yr 6.7% 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Unsold 19,320  86.6% 
2021 CROP YEAR  
Grain Marketing Plan Summary for Onword Farms LLC 
Hebron, Nebraska 
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Chapter 5 – Reflection 
The Grain Marketing 101 Binder has been an idea since winter of 2017 and has gone 
through numerous planning sessions and edits to get where it is today. As this project comes to 
life, it is important to reflect on my studies through this master’s program, where I want to go 
next, and the plan for this binder in the future.  
This Agricultural Education Master’s program has helped me grow, both personally and 
professionally, the past two years. While it is an education program, I have been able to use my 
experiences with Cargill and in life to be applicable for the required programs and truly grow 
from the courses I took. For example, in AgEds 524, a big project was creating a program and 
survey for said program. I was able to create most of our Winter Wonderland program for that 
year and develop the survey for the program while in this class and get feedback from my 
classmates and professor on both components. In addition, in AgEds 511, we focused on five 
presentations throughout the course, including a sales presentation and a mock presentation of 
our final project, both directly applicable to my daily work life and this project. This class 
continually reminded me to share the objectives of the presentation and to talk slower. As I 
have conversations with farmers in loud and bustling environments each day, the reminder to 
slow down in my speaking is always good advice and something to continue to work on. Lastly, 
the class that I am currently in revolves around leadership within our communities, and a 
community can be a physical place or a group that we are a part of. For many of the projects 
we’ve had, I have been using Cargill as my community and focusing my time and energy on the 
roles I’ve had within our business but also where I want to continue to develop. This Master’s 
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Program has been a great challenge and opportunity for me to expand on my experiences and 
continue to learn and grow.   
This Grain Marketing 101 project has reaffirmed my beliefs in education regarding grain 
marketing and how farmers need more help. Moreover, those individuals teaching farmers also 
need assistance and training to best educate and engage all involved. This binder can be used in 
a multitude of ways from an education and organization standpoint, but also help to create 
new and/or additional business with customers. As Theodore Roosevelt once said, “people 
don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care”. Farming is already a 
dangerous and tough industry, let’s help make grain marketing easier to understand to 
hopefully relieve some of that imaginary, but heavy, weight off farmers’ shoulders.  
This binder is in phase one of rollout, where select farmers in the Carleton area are able 
to use it and provide feedback. This includes 10 farmers or farming operations from each of the 
three-grain buyer’s lists to get well-rounded feedback from the area. These 30 farmers or 
farming operations were chosen based on the types of contracts and the quantity of bushels 
they market. The binder was officially rolled out to them in June and is to be used through the 
duration of the calendar year, especially harvest, when farmers are busiest and have the most 
questions on their contracts. Feedback so far has revolved around two things, including: having 
more visuals and charts and having more frequent updates with the markets. Both of these 
requests can be remedied by sending out weekly emails to these farmers regarding the markets 
and including more visuals and charts within them. This would allow for the farmer to read 
them and print them off to include in their binder if they choose. The second phase of the 
rollout will be in January at our Winter Wonderland meeting and will include giving the binder 
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to all farmers in the Carleton area. Again, feedback and input will continue to be requested and 
valued. This binder is a living document and will continue to evolve as new information, 
products, and crop years come to fruition.  
This Grain Marketing 101 project is designed with the farmer and his or her business 
partners in mind and includes the basics of grain marketing, explanations, and visuals of Cargill-
based products for the farmer to use and further understand, and charts and graphs of their 
crop sales for each commodity and each crop year. I am grateful that I had the opportunity to 
continue my education at Iowa State University and to create this binder. Thank you to those 
who helped in my classwork, gave feedback in my job, and who assisted in the development of 
this binder. I look forward to seeing how this binder continues to evolve over the years and is 
used in unorganized farm shops and offices across the country.  
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